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Multiple Spell-Out and PF Adjacency' 

Masao Ochi 

University of Connecticut 

o . Introduction 

Recent development in the generative enterprise often referred to as Minirnalism (cf. 
Chomsky 1993, 1995) involves some critical changes from the Extended Standard Theory 
of Chomsky (1981), one of which is the overall architecture of the computational system. 
D-structure and S-structure have been eliminated (mainly) on the grounds that postulating 
such internal interface levels is beyond virtual conceptual necessity (cf. Chomsky 1993). 
Instead, Oeneralized Transformation (01), which was originally proposed in Chomsky 
(1955), has been revived (under the new name Merge) as an operation for concatenating 
phrase markers. With regard to branching to PF and LF, the operation Spell-Out is 
postulated to apply at an arbitrary point in the derivation, stripping away the features 
relevant for phonology and sending them off to PF (cf. Chomsky 1993 and 1995). 

As Uriagereka (to appear) points out, one stipulation in this new picture is that 
Spell-Out applies only once. If Spell-Out is an operation, Uriagereka reasons, nothing in 
principle bans its repeated application in a single derivation (although its application may as 
well be subject to economy considerations). Chomsky (1997, 1998) and Uriagereka (to 
appear) propose to dispense with this stipulation by reviving an old idea entertained in the 
seventies: cyclic access to PF (cf. Bresnan 1971), and what amounted to the precursor of 
LF at that time (cf. Iackendoff 1972 and Lasnik 1972). 

For instance, Chomsky (1997) suggests that Spell-Out operates iteratively in the 
course of a derivation, applying as part of the checking of an uninterpretable feature.' He 
suggests that this type of model overcomes a problem with a single Spell-Out model noted 
in Chomsky (1995: Chapter 4, fn. 50), namely, the fact that uninterpretable features may 
have a PF reflex even when checked and erased in overt syntax.' For instance, the fact that 

• For helpful comments and criticism, I thank the audience at NELS 29 as well as the following 
individuals: Jonathan Bobaljik. Cedric Boeckx, Guglielmo Cinque, Jeong-Seok Kim, Hideld Mald, Roger 
Martin, Nobuhiro Miyoshi, Rosanne Pelletier, Sandra Stjepanovlc, Koji Sugisald, Takashi Toyoshima. 
Juan Uriagereka, sa§a Vuki':, and especially Zeljko Bo§kovic and Howard Lasnik. 
, See also Epstein et al. (1998) for a strictly derivational approach. 
1 Uriagereka (to appear) proposes the multiple Spell-Out model in connection with Kayne's (1994) Linear 
Correspondence Axiom (LeA). The LCA will be discussed in section 3. 
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we hear the nominative Case of the embedded subject in (I) is puzzling under the 
(standard) single Spell-Out model (Chomsky 1995), since it would mean that the 
uninterpretable Case fearure can be accessed by the computational system at the point of 
Spell-Out, although it is already erased in overt syntax. 

(1) Mary thinks that he left 

The multiple Spell-Out model offers a solution. At the point in the derivation where the 
Case feature of the embedded subject is checked off (by fronting the pronoun to the spec of 
the embedded IP), Spell-Out applies as pan of the uninterpretable feature checking and the 
relevant structure is sent to PF before the feature in question is erased. 

(2) a. he !NFL [yp (he) left] 
b. Mary thinks that he !NFL [vp (he) left] 

-> Spell-Out 
-> Spell-Out 

In the following, I argue that this hypothesis, coupled with a specific assumption 
about how cyclicity and adjunction operations interact (cf. Lebeaux 1988), offers a solution 
to a problem for a PF merger account 0 f constructions such as English verbal morphology 
(cf. Bobaljik 1994, 1995, Halle and Marantz 1993, and Lasnik 1995, based on Chomsky 
(1957)) and the curious correlation between V -raising and object shift (OS) in GellDanic 
languages (i.e., Holmberg's (1986) generalization). The paper is organized as follows. In 
section I, I first summarize the PF merger approach to English verbal morphology and the 
correlation between V-raising and OS in GellDanic (known as Holmberg's generalization). 
In section 1.3, a potential problem for this account is presented. In section 2, I 
demonstrate how the multiple Spell-Out model offers a solution. Some questions regarding 
the proposed account are addressed in section 3. Concluding remarks are given in section 
4. 

1 . Germanic verbal morphology and PF merger 

In this section, I swnmarire a PF merger account of verbal morphology in 
GellDanic languages. The reader is referred to Bobaljik (1994, 1995) and Lasnik (1995) 
for a comprehensive discussion of this issue. 

1.1 English verbal morphology 

Bobaljik (1994, 1995) and Lasnik (1995) offer a PF merger account of English 
verbal morphology.) As Chomsky (1957) originally showed, one environment in which 
do-support applies is when not is present, intervening between 1NFL and the main verb, as 
shown in (3b-c).4 

(3) a. 
b. 
c. 

John left. 
*John not left 
John did not leave. 

Bobaljik (1994, 1995) and Lasnik (1995) propose that !NFL in English is afflxal and hence 
must merge with a verb under adjacency at PF. The following statement is from Lasnik 
(1995). 

) Their PF merger account is based on Chomsky (1957), although Chomsky has a transformational rule 
(affix hopping) instead of PF merger. See also Halle and Marantz (1993) for a PF merger account of 
English verbal morphology couched in terms of distributed morphology. 
4 In Sec lion 3, I will discuss anomer environment in which do-support applies, i.e., when subject-aux 
inversion occurs. 
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(4) Affixal INFL must merge with a V, a PF process (distinct from head movement) 
demanding adjacency. 

Assuming that traces do not disrupt PF adjacency,S INFL and the main V are adjacent in 
(3a), as shown in (Sa). Hence PF merger successfully applies in this case. But when not 
is present as in (3b), the PF merger is blocked and do-support, a language-specific 
operation, takes place to save the affixal INFL from violating some condition such as 
Lasnik' s (1981) Stranded AffIx Filter (SAF). 

(5) a. John !NFL [vp (John) leave] 
I I PF merger 

b. John INFL not [(John) leave) 
I .. I PF merger blocked 

1.2 Holmberg's (1986) generalization 

Bobaljik (1995) further extends an application of PF merger to the verbal 
morphology of other Germanic languages. In particular, he suggests that Holmberg's 
(1986) generaliz;ltion, stated below, is deducible from the fact that INFLs in Germanic 
languages are affixal, thus being required to undergo PF merger. 

(6) Object shift (OS) is possible only if the (main) verb raises out of the VP. 
(Holmberg 1986) 

The following set of data illustrates the effect of (6). When the main verb is raised out of 
the VP, the object NP is free to move out of the VP, as is shown in (7). In cases where the 
main V does not raise out of the VP, such as in embedded clauses (8), the object cannot 
shift.6 

(7) A barnum drakk stlidentinn bj6rinn stundum (bj6rinn). 

(8) 

In bar.the drank student the beer. the sometimes 
'In the bar, the student sometimes drank all the beer.' (Icelandic) 

a. Det var godt at Peter ikke k0bte den. 
it was good that Peter not bought it 
'It was good that Peter didn't buy it' 

S This assumption may seem problematic in light of wanna..:ontraction, since it is often assumed (cf. 
Jaeggli (1980)) that wQllna-contraction is blocked in eumples like (ib) because the copy of who intervenes 
between want and 10, blocking the process of contraction at PF. 

(i) a. 
b. 

Who do you want PRO to (-> wanna) iDvite (who)? 
Who do you want (who) to (-> ·wanna) iDvite Mary? 

However, there are recent accounts of wllll1la-contractlon which do not rely on such an assumption. For 
instance, Boncovi': (1997) argues !hat it is the C head (responsible for Case checking the embedded subject 
who) which blocks wanna-conlraction in (ib). Bo~kovic argues that were is no embedded CP projection in 
{ia) (pRO being Case marked by the !NFL), thus accmmting for the contrast in (i). 

It has been a matter of controversy whether OS in Germanic languages is A-movement (cf. Bobaljik 1995 
and Holmberg and Platzack 1995 among others). I will assume In this paper that the relevant movement is 
A-movement into the spec of AGRoP, although the exact narure of the movement does not affect our 
discussion. 
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b. 
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*Det var godt at Peter den ikke k0bte (den). 
it was good that Peter it not bought (Danish) 

Bobaljik (1995) suggests that Holmberg's generalization can be derived from the 
adjacency requirement on PF merger.7 Let us summarize his analysis below. 

We fIrst consider (7), in which both the main verb and the object raise out of the 
VP. The exact location of the verb drakk 'drank' is not of central importance. What 
matters is that it is located in a fairly high position, preceding the subject NP stUdentinn 'the 
student' Bobaljik suggests that adjacency required for PF merger between the lNFL and 
the main V is trivially satisfIed in this case, since the V has raised to INFL (and presumably 
the !NFL-V complex has raised further) in overt syntax. Hence OS is permitted, as it does 
not disrupt adjacency between INFL and the main V. 

(9) [In the bar V -INFL [the student (V -!NFL) the beer [vp sometimes (V) .. ]]] 
i Ii I 

Let us now consider (8), in which the main V does not raise out of the VP and, 
consequently, OS is not allowed. Bobaljik claims that this lack of OS is due to the fact that 
the object, if shifted into a VP-extemal position between INFL and the V, would disrupt 
adjacency necessary for PF merger. 

(10) a. . .. [that Peter INFL [(not) (Peter) buy it]] 
I I PFmerger 

b. * ... [that Peter INFL it [(not) (Peter) buy (it))) 
I * I PF merger blocked 

To sum up, the PF merger approach is argued to offer a comprehensive account of 
this aspect of verbal morphology in Germanic languages. 

1. 3 A problem ror PF merger 

One potential problem with this PF merger account, as noted by both Bobaljik 
(1994, 1995) and Lasni.k (1995), is that adverbials do not disrupt adjacency required for 
PF merger. For example, quickly in the following English case does not block PF merger, 
unlike not, although it must occur between a verb and INFL as shown in (12).8 

(ll) a. John quicldy left 
b. John INFL quickly (John) leave 

I I PF merger not blocked 

7 According to authors such as Koopman (1995) and Vikner (1991), Holmberg's generalization obtains in 
SVO Germanic languages but systematically fails to obtain in SOY Germanic languages. This fact casts 
doubt on a purely syntactic approach to derive the effect of Holmberg's generalization (cf. Bobaljik am 
Jonas (1996) among others, based on Chomsky's (1993) 'equidistance'), since it is not immedialely 
obvious under such an account how such a cross-linguistic difference is to be derived. 
, As Howard Lasnik (p.c.) points out, examples such as (i) below from Lasnik (to appear) (see also Oku 
1996) may be indicating that manner adverbials can occur above (and hence preceding) !NFL in certain 
cases. If so, the adjacency problem for PF merger does not arise. 

(i) John partially lost his mind, and Bill completely did. 

Given that there is no principled account of the contrast between (l2b) and (i), however, I continue to 
assume that there is an adjacency problem to be solved. 

4
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John [r will [quickly leavell. 
*Jolm quickly [r will leave]. 
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Also, for other Germanic cases, the shifted object blocks PF merger when it intervenes 
between !NFL and the main V as we saw above, but elements such as ikke 'not' do not.9 

(13) Det var godt at Peter !NFL ikke k0bte den. 
it was good that Peter !NFL not bought it 

I I PF merger not blocked 

Thus, descriptively, presence of an overt lexical element Z (i.e., English not and shifted 
objects in other Germanic languages) disrupts adjacency between X and Yin (14a), unless 
Z is an adverbial element as shown in (l4b). 

(14) a. ... X Z Y ... -> PF merger of X and Y blocked by Z 
b. ... X adverb Y ... -> PF merger of X and Y not blocked 

Bobaljik (1995: 57) speculates that some kind of argument/adjunct asymmetry 
might playa role in phonology, citing Cheng (1990) and Selkirk (1972) among others, yet 
does not offer a principled solution to this problem. In the next section, I will explore a 
possible solution for this problem. 

2. Proposal 

In order to offer an solution for the adjacency problem, I adopt the following two 
hypotheses, which are independently motivated. 

(15) a. 

b. 

Adjunction operations are not subject to the cycle (cf. Lebeaux 1988, 
Chomsky 1993). 
Spell-Out applies iteratively (cf. Chomsky 1997, 1998, and Uriagereka to 
appear). 

Let us review the motivations for the two hypotheses. First, (15a) is motivated by 
the following well-known asymmetry with respect to reconstruction effects between 
complements and adjuncts (cf. Freidin, 1986). (16b), in which the R-expression John is 
contained in an adjunct within the fronted wh-phrase, is fine with John and he being 
coreferential. In contrast, (16a) is judged to be ungrammatical under the relevant reading, 
where John is part of the complement clause within the fronted wh-phrase. 1o 

9 More recently, Holmberg (1997) has provided an alternative way to analyze the nature of Holmberg's 
generalization. According to Holmberg (1997: 210), OS is a PF-movement, which must be string vacuous 
(Le., cannot be across an element which is phonologically overt). Thus, in cases such as (il below, the PF 
movement of den 'it' is blocked by the presence of the verb k~ble 'bonghl' 

(i) *Det var godt at Peter den ikke k0bte (den). 
It was good that Peter it not bought 

Note that this account would also face a similar problem in the sense that this PF movement "is not 
blocked ... by adjuncts (Holmberg 1997: 208)," as shown in (ii). 

(ii) A barnum drakk srudentinn bj6rinn stundum (bj6rinn). 
1n bar.the drank student.the beer.the sometimes 

i ____ _ 
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(16) a . 
b. 

Masao Oehi 

*[Which claim that John; was asleep] did hel deny? 
[Which claim that Jolm; made] did he; deny? 

Lebeaux (1988) claims that this contrast is accounted for by assuming the following. 

(17) a . 
b. 

Adjuncts can be inserted acyclically. 
Condition C applies throughout the derivation. 

According to Lebeaux, (16a) violates Condition C before wh-movement takes place. Its 
derivation is illustrated below. Note that the clause that John was asleep must be inserted 
in D-S~cture as it is analyzed by Lebeaux (1988) as a complement to N. 

(18) a. 
b. 

he deny which claim that John was asleep 
Wh-movement 
[which claim that Jolm was asleep] did he deny (which claim that John was 
asleep) 

In contrast, since adjuncts such as relative clauses need not be introduced cyclically, 
it is possible for that John made in (16b) to be merged into the structure after wh-movement 
has taken place. There is no Condition C violation in the derivation illustrated below. 

(19) a. 

b. 

c. 

[he deny which claim] 
[that John made] 
Wh-movement of which claim 
[[which claim] did he deny (which claim)] 
[that John made] 
Acyclic merger of the relative clause 
[which claim] [that John made] did he deny (which cl¥rn) 

Let us tum to (1Sb). As mentioned before, Chomsky (1997, 1998) motivates the 
multiple Spell-Out model on the basis of the fact that uninterpretable features may have a 
PF reflex even when checked and erased in overt syntax. I will thus assume that Spell-Out 
applies as part of the checking of an uninterpretable feature. 

Let us now examine the paradigm in (8) , repeated below. 

(20) a. 

b. 

Det var godt at Peter ikke k0bte den. 
it was good that Peter not bought it 
'It was good that Peter didn't buy it' 
*Det var godt at Peter den ikke k0bte (den). 
it was good that Peter it not bought 

(Danish) 

We fust consider (20a). Recall that the question is why elements like ikke 'not' do 
not disrupt adjacency between INFL and the main V. I assume, crucially, that ikke is a 
(VP-) adjunct and hence has the option of being inserted acyclic ally. Keeping this in mind, 
let us consider the following derivation. 

10 See Kuno (1997), Lasnik (1998), and Postal (1997) for critical discussion of the contrast in (16). Note 

that Boskovic and Lasnik's (to appear) analysis also allows certain cases of acyclic lexical insertion, which 
would also give us the desired effect. In the text, I will adopt Lebeaux's (1988) analysis mainly because of 
its familiarity to the readers. 

6
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(21) a. 
b. 

c. 
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[yp Peter buy it] 
Lexical insertion of !NFL (followed by movement of subject) 
Peter !NFL (AGRo) [yp (Peter) buy it] 

I I -> Spell-Out (Merger applies) 
Acyclic insertion of ikke 'not' 
Peter !NFL (AGRo) (yp ikke [yp (Peter) buy it]] 

299 

At the point in the derivation shown in (2Ib), where !NFL is merged with the VP 
(triggering movement of subject), ikke 'not' is not yet introduced into the structure. Notice 
that at this point, !NFL and the main V are adjacent, and under the multiple Spell-Out 
model, such information can be sent off to PF 'on-line.' Thus, merger applies successfully 
in PF. Later, ikke 'not' is inserted acyclically into the position between the !NFL and the 
main V, thus wiping out the adjacency between the !NFL and the V, but the PF merger has 
already applied successfully. Hence this derivational approach to PF merger accounts for 
the fact that elements like ikke 'not' apparently do not block PF merger. According to our 
analysis, it is sufficient that there is a single point somewhere in the derivation which 
satisfies the necessary adjacency requirement for PF merger. 

Let us tum to (20b). I assume that OS is triggered by the need to check off some 
strong feature(s) of AGRo, which, according to Chomsky (1995: chapter 4), must be 
eliminated as soon as it is introduced in the tree. 1I This requirement has the effect of 
forcing OS before !NFL is merged with the rest of the structure (i.e., OS is subject to strict 
cyclicity). It then follows that, unlike in the previous case, there is no point in the 
derivation where !NFL and the main V are adjacent (even) under the multiple Spell-Out 
model. 

(22) a. 
b. 

c. 

[yp Peter buy it] 
Lexical insertion of AGRo (followed by OS) 
[AGROP it AGRo (vp Peter buy (it)]] 
Lexical insertion of !NFL (followed by movement of subject) 
Peter !NFL [AGROP it (AGRo) [vp (Peter) buy it] 

I ,.. I PF Merger blocked 

For us, therefore, the curious asymmetry between adverbials and shifted objects under 
Bobaljik's account is attributed to the distinction between the elements which can be 
merged acyclically (into a position between !NFL and the main V) and those which cannot 

Let us consider the derivation of the English paradigm in (1la), repeated below, 
under this analysis. 

(23) John quickly left 

At the point of the derivation at which !NFL with a strong feature is introduced into the 
tree, the subject John is attracted to check off this strong feature, as shown in (24a-b). 
Spell-Out applies as part of uninterpretable feature checking, and !NFL and the main V 
undergo merger at PF. The syntactic derivation proceeds further, and the adverb qllickly is 
acyclic ally merged with the vP, as shown in (24c). 

11 I must leave open the question of why OS need not take place in snme cases, as the grammaticality of 
(20a) apparently shows. See Bobaljik (1995) for a potential solutioD. 
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(24) a. 
b. 

c. 

Masao Ochi 

[yp John leave] 
Lexical insertion of INFL (followed by movement of subject) 
John !NFL [vp (John) leave] 

I I -> Spell-Out (and Merger applies) 
Acyclic insertion of quickly 
John !NFL [vp quickly [yp (John) leave]] 

Thus, PF merger is successfully applied in the PF component at the point of Spell-Out 
shown in (24b). 

Let us turn to the example in (3b), repeated below. 

(25) *John not left. 

If it were possible to insert this element acyclically, then we would get * John not left· 

(26) a. 
b. 

c. 

d. 

INFL [)'I' John leave] 
Lexical msertion of INFL (followed by movement of subject) 
John !NFL [vp (John) leave] 

I I -> Spell-Out (and Merger applies) 
Acyclic insertion of not 
John !NFL not [yp (John) leave] 
* J ohn not left 

Thus, we must prevent not from being inserted acyclically. But how do we distinguish not 
from other adverbials? Following authors such as Iatridou (1990), Pollock (1988) and 
Potsdam (1997), I assume that not in English is not an adjunct but rather is the head of 
NegP, and hence cannot be inserted acyclically.12 Still, this begs the question of why this 
is so, and I do not have a good answer to offer at this point. But whatever an ultimate 
account would be, something special must be said about not, since other negative elements 
like never do not block PF merger, as shown in (27b). 13 Note that negative elements in 
other Germanic languages (ikke in Danish and ekki in Icelandic etc.) also do not block PF 
merger, suggesting that the English not is exceptional in this respect 14 

(27) a. 
b. 

John did not leave. 
John never left 

(*John not left) 
(*John did never leave.) 

12 But see Ernsl (1992) among olhers for a critical discussion of this hypolhesis. 
13 Note Ihat Ihe distribution of never is somewhat freer than that of not. In particular, never can precede or 
follow modals like will, while not necessarily follows them, as shown below. (ib) is of particular interest 
to us, since, assuming that modals like will occupy a position at least as high as !NFL, this example 
shows that never, unlike not, can optionally appear in a position which does not disrupt adjacency between 
!NFL and the main V. If so, the fact that never does not interfere with PF merger Is not swprising. 

(i) a. John will never leave here. 
b. John never will leave here. 

(li) a. John will not leave here. 
b. >John not will leave here. 

Of course, our ultimate goal is to explain why there is such a difference in distribution between the two 
elements. 
14 Another question is whelher not in constituent negation would block PF merger. TIlls is difficult to 
test, since clear cases of constituent negation involve modals (as in John can not talk to Mary). According 
to Hirarnatsu (1998). declaratives without a modal (such as John did not talk to Mary) lack Ihe constituent 
negation reading. See also Baltin (1993) for much relevant discussion. 
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3. Theoretical questions 

There are many theoretical questions raised by the proposed account I will discuss 
three of them in this section. 

3.1 Multiple Spell. Out and acyclic insertion 

First, recall that our analysis is crucially built on the two independently motivated 
claims in (15), repeated below. 

(28) a. 
b. 

Adjunction operations are not subject to the cycle. 
Spell-Out applies iteratively. 

While both derivational in character, are these two claims really compatible with each other? 
For instance, what does it mean to insert an element acyclically when Spell-Out operates 
(strictly) in a bottom-up fashion? 

Let us take a concrete example to address this issue. In the following derivation in 
(29) for John completely finished the project, Spell-Out applies when the subject DP John 
is raised out of the VP into the projection of INFL, as in (29b). Merger applies and the 
linear order of the sequence is determined in PF: <lohn, finish-ed, the, project>. The 
syntactic derivation proceeds and completely is inserted acyclically. Spell-Out applies again 
later in the derivation and this time, the linear order should be <John. completely. finish
ed, the. project>. 

(29) a. 
b. 

c. 

INFL lvp John finish the project] 
John INFL [vp (John) fInish the project] 

I I -> Spell-Out (and Merger applies) 
<.John, finish-ed, the, project> 
John INFL [vp completely [vp (John) fInish the project]] 
<.J ohn, completely, finish-ed, the, project> 

But these iterative linearization steps may not be possible if we assume 1) Epstein's (to 
appear) derivational c-command and 2) Chomsky's (1994, 1995) claim that Kayne's 
(1994) Linear Correspondence Axiom (LCA) applies at PF, mapping the syntactic object 
into a linear order. In particular, completely and John would fail to be ordered with respect 
to each other, since at the point shown in (29b), where John is merged with the a1ready
concatenated object, completely is yet to be introduced into the structure. IS Hence, under a 
strongly derivational approach, it is not clear that an element acyclically inserted can be 
ordered with other elements. 

Although the issue remains unresolved, it should be noted that adjuncts pose a 
problem for the LCA independently of our approach. For instance, Ernst (1999) among 
others argues based on scope facts that postverbal adjuncts are right-adjoined, a situation 
which is not compatible with the LCA. 

(30) He knocked on the door intentionally twice. 
twice> intentionally, *intentionally > twice 

IS See Collins (1997) and Kawashima and Kitahara (1996) among others for discussion of this issue. 
9
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Thus, more research on the issue of linearization of adjuncts is necessary if we adopt the 
LCA.16 

Of course, even if we disregard the linearization problem, questions still remain 
regarding the status of acyclic insertion within the multiple Spell-Out modeL For instance, 
under Uriagereka's (to appear) analysis, a spelled-out phrase marker is viewed as some 
object akin to a word or a lexical compound in the sense that its internal infonnation can no 
longer be accessed by the computation. If this is so, inserting an element (acyclic ally) into 
a phrase already spelled-out would be similar to inserting an element inside a word or a 
compound, an operation which is generally disallowed. Note, however, that there are in 
fact grammatical morphemes which split up a word or a morpheme (i.e., infixes). Thus 
there is no a priori reason to ban acyclic insertion into a spelled-out phrase marker, even if 
we adopt Uriagereka's analysis in its literal sense. 

3,2 More on acyclic insertion 

Secondly, we must also say something about the ungrarnmaticality of (31), which 
would be derived if quickly is inserted cyclically (and hence blocking PF merger). How do 
we account for this ungrammaticality? 

(31) *John did quickly leave. 

(32) a. 
b. 

c. 

[vp John leave] 
Cyclic insertion of quickly 
[vp quickly [vp John leave]] 
Lexical insertion of INFL (followed by movement of subject) 
John !NFL [vp quickly [vp (John) leave] 

I * I PF Merger blocked 

There are at least two directions that come to mind. One possibility is to pursue the 
idea that do-support is a last resort operation and thus if there is a derivation available 
which need not employ do (Le., if there is a derivation in which PF merger is successfully 
applied), that option should be chosen. Then, since there is a derivation in which quickly 
is inserted acyclically (cf. 24), the above derivation is blocked. However, this line of 
reasoning invokes a global computation, which is generally assumed to be conceptually 
unappealing. The other direction is to investigate the nature of acyclic insertion. For 
instance, if we assume with Ishii .(1997) and Stepanov (1998) that adjuncts are necessarily 
inserted acyclically, then we would be able to block the derivation leading to (31) with\Jut 
invoking a global computation. 17 

16 In this connection, I note the proposal made by Martin and Uriagereka (1998), according to which 
adjuncts do not have a label (an idea originally due to Chametzky 1996), and thus cannot be linearized by 
the LCA (hence their PF order must be decided on the basis of other matters). This potentially gives us 
some means to circumvent the problem that the proposed analysis faces with the LeA, but it is beyond the 
scope of this paper to give any substance to this line of proposal. 
11 By forCing adjuncts to be inserted acyclic ally, the two authors attempt to derive the Adjunct Condition 
effects shown in (i), which constitute a serious problem for the Attract view of movement (cL Chomsky 
1995: chapter 4). See Ishii (1997) and Slepanov (1998) for more detaiL 

(i) 'What did John go to bed [after eating II? 

10
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3.3. Subject-auxiliary inversion and do-support 

Examples such as (33) also pose questions. Under the single Spell-Out model, the 
affixal INFL is located at the position of the C (as a result of head movement) in overt 
syntax. Hence, PF merger is blocked, since the subject John intervenes between INFL and 
the main V, and do-support is required for this reason. 

(33) Who did John kiss t? ("'Who John kissed?) 
a. Lexical insertion of INFL (followed by movement of subject) 

John INFL [vp (John) kiss who] 
b. Lexical inseruon ofC (followed by movement of object and INFL) 

[Who INFL-C [John (!NFL) [vp (John) kiss (who)]]] 
I '" 1-> PF merger blocked 

But let us consider this example under the proposed analysis based on multiple 
Spell-Out Supposing that Spell-Out applies as soon as INFL is inserted (and John is 
raised) as shown in (34a), there should not be any need for do-support; PF merger has 
already applied at this point, thus satisfying the affixal property of !NFL. But we would 
then expect *Who John kissed? instead of Who did John kiss? 

(34) a. Lexical insertion ofINFL (followed by movement of subject) 
John INFL [vp (John) kiss who] 

I I -> Spell-Out (and Merger applies) 
<John, kiss-ed, who> 

b. Lexical insertion of C (followed by movement of object and INFL) 
[Who INFL-C [John (!NFL) [vp (John) kiss (who)]]] 
<who, John, kiss-ed> 

I suggest, following Bo~kovic (to appear), that the interrogative C as well as !NFL 
in English is a verbal afflx. 18 Since there is then no point in the derivation at which the 
interrogative C and the main V are adjacent (due to the presence of the subject NP), PF 
merger is blocked. As a result, do-support must apply in order to satisfy the afflxal nature 
of the interrogative C. 

Nonetheless, the matter is far from settled, for we need to block examples such as 
(35) from being produced. 

(35) "'Who did John kissro? (Who did John kiss?) 

(35) would be derived in the following way. Suppose that at the point in the derivation 
shown in (36), Spell-Out applies, sending the structure to PF, where INFL and the main V 
are merged (producing kiss-ed). The derivation continues and the affixal C is inserted, as 
shown in (37). PF merger is blocked between the C and the main V (because of the subject 
John). Hence, do-support applies to satisfy the afflxal nature of the C. But notice that the 

IS I thank Howard Lasnik (p.c.) for the suggestion. Note that an obvious question under this hypothesis is 
how to deal with the lack of subject-aux inversion in embedded clauses. 

(I) r wonder who John w!l1 kiss. (*r wonder who will John kiss.) 

Technical details aside, one crucial difference between the walrix C and the embedded C is the presence of a 
higher verb for the latter (wonder in (i», which lIlay in some way satisfy the affixal property of the C (such 
as C-to-V movement), as Boskovic (to appear) suggests. 
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resulting structure should be pronounced as *Who did John kissed? instead of Who did 
John kiss? 

[John !NFL [vp (John) kiss who]] 
I I -> Spell-Out (and Merger applies) 

(36) 

<John, kiss-ed, who> 
(37) [Who INFL-C [John (lNFL) [vp (John) kiss who]]] 

I· I PF merger blocked (do-support applies) 
<who, did, John kiss-ed> 

Intuitively, what went wrong in this derivation is that features of !NFL are realized 
in two places: on the V position (via PF merger) and the C position (via do-support). In a 
sense, this problem may be a mere fraction of a broader question with which we need to 
deal in any case: How are syntactic chains interpreted at PF (for pronunciation purposes, 
etc.), once multiple Spell-Out is adopted? Consider (38). Suppose for the sake of 
discussion that Spell-Out applies at the VP level, thus linearizing the structure as <arrest, 
John> at this point Crucially, we will not know until later in the derivation that John 
should not be pronounced in this position. 

(38) • John was [vp arrested IQhnl. (John was arrested.) 

I speculate that whatever answer can be provided for (38) may extend to the derivation 
illustrated in (36_37).19 

4. Conclusion 

In this paper, I have argued that the adjacency problem for the PF merger account 
of verbal morphology in Germanic languages receives a promising solution under the 
multiple Spell-Out model. According to this proposal, an element does not block PF 
merger insofar as it can be inserted acyclically between the two elements undergoing 
merger. thanks to the multiple nature of Spell-Out As seen in the last section, many 
theoretical questions arise under the proposed account. Nonetheless. to the extent that the 
proposed analysis is successful, it provides fum support for a strongly derivational model 
of grammar. 
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